Well-collimated, high-intensity beams of neutral atoms have many applications ranging from atom microscopy to atom interferometry to ultracold atomic physics. We experimentally demonstrate a method for brightening a supersonic atomic beam and observe an increase in the phase space density by a factor of at least 20. Our scheme relies upon a permanent magnetic hexapole lens to focus a divergent beam of neutral atoms emitted from a supersonic nozzle and transverse laser cooling as the beam converges downstream from the lens so as to create a dense, narrow, Doppler-collimated atomic beam. In principle, this method can be repeated multiple times in series for further beam brightening.
Introduction
This paper is in honor of the 60th birthday of Wolfgang Schleich, a long-standing friend and colleague who has made many contributions to physics. As someone who has played a leading role as a theorist in the development of new tools to control and cool atoms, this paper on brightening of supersonic beams should be of interest to Wolfgang, and we hope that it stimulates more ideas and proposals. The ability to control and cool atoms in the gas phase has been enabled by the method of laser cooling which produces ultra-cold atomic gases [1] [2] [3] . These atoms are then further cooled by evaporation, creating Bose-Einstein condensates and the so-called atom laser [4, 5] . Current applications of atoms in technology include atomic clocks for the global positioning system, atomic interferometry for inertial navigation and remote sensing, atomic magnetometers for medicine, and ion beams for microscopy and nanofabrication [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The two major limitations of laser cooling have been generality and flux, and we have been working on a new set of methods to overcome these limitations [13] . These include magnetic stopping of supersonic beams and further cooling by a one-way wall for atoms, realizing the historic thought experiment of Maxwell's demon [14] . This is a crucial component in optical and electron imaging, providing diffraction-limited resolution. In this paper, we introduce and characterize a new addition to our toolbox: a method for brightening of supersonic beams, which combines magnetic focusing with the proven brightening method of transverse laser cooling, creating a significantly brighter beam than could be achieved through cooling alone [15, 16] while significantly decreasing the often impractically long laser interaction times and high laser powers inherent in 2D MOTs [17] [18] [19] . Such beam brightening was proposed for effusive atomic beams, but never realized in practice [1] . We first provide a general schematic of the set-up, and describe in details the results of our beam brightening apparatus. Recent work by our group on a pulsed magnetic hexapole offers a solution to correct for chromatic aberration inherent in imaging beams with nonzero temperature. When used in conjunction with the beam brightening methods discussed in this paper, this aberration-correction should enable the development of a neutral atom microscope with atomic resolution [20, 21] without relying on flux limiting elements such as apertures or Fresnel zone plates common in present day neutral atom microscopy [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
Beam brightening apparatus
We create a supersonic beam of neutral metastable neon atoms using a pulsed trumpet-shaped nozzle and dielectric barrier discharge attachment which excites a fraction 10 −4 of the beam to a metastable paramagnetic 3 P 2 state. The supersonic beam then passes through a 5 mm diameter skimmer 20 cm downstream from the nozzle. We then optically pump the beam to a low field seeking m j =2 magnetic state.
The beam propagates 20 cm towards and through a permanent magnetic hexapole lens which images the beam to a plane 22 cm downstream from the center of the magnetic lens. It is then transverse laser cooled to near the Doppler limit and propagates 102 cm to a micro-channel plate (MCP) with phosphor screen that serves as a detector. All laser cooling interactions rely upon a 640 nm injection locked diode laser to excite the P D  transition. All laser detunings necessary for laser cooling are created using acousto-optic modulators. A schematic illustration of the brightening apparatus is shown in figure 1.
Permanent magnetic hexapole lens
The permanent magnetic lens consists of six sets of permanent magnets with orientation and magnetic field as shown in figure 2 . Each set of magnets is rotated 60°from the previous set and has alternating inward-outward polarization.
The magnets are held in six trenches in a 7.6 cm long cylindrical delrin block. A titanium tube passing through the center of the block serves as the vacuum chamber for this section of the beamline and is coupled to the remainder of the vacuum system using rubber o-rings. The axis of the lens is collinear with the nozzle and skimmer.
Over the region defined by ρ<a/2, where ρ is the radial position, a is the distance from the lens axis to the inside of the permanent magnets, and f is the angle from the x-axis, the magnetic field profile can be approximated by the formula
B 0 is given by the magnetization of the permanent magnets multiplied by the filling fraction. The filling fraction is the proportion of the circumference of the circle defined by the inner edges of the permanent magnets which is filled by the permanent magnets. In our case, the magnetization of each magnet is 1.45 T and the filling fraction is An atom traveling through an inhomogeneous magnetic field experiences a force proportional to the gradient of the magnitude of the magnetic field. The direction is given by the magnetic quantum number m j . For the case of neon atoms in the metastable 3 P 2 state with magnetic quantum number m j =2, atoms will feel a force in a direction of decreasing magnetic field strength, hence why it is referred to as a low-field-seeking state.
» is the Landé g factor and μ B is the Bohr magneton.
Inside the bore of the permanent magnetic hexapole lens, atoms will feel a force towards the axis of the lens
The linear relationship between force on low field seeking atoms and radial distance gives the permanent magnetic hexapole its lens-like properties. Atoms passing through the lens will feel a total impulse proportional to their radial distance and time spent in the lens and thus the length of the lens itself, creating an and lens length 7.6 cm, we estimate a focal length of f≈9.3 cm.
Magnetic hexapole results
To test the performance of the permanent magnetic lens, we use an MCP to detect the beam at a plane 22 cm downstream from the lens. Starting from zero magnets in our delrin mount, we lengthen our magnetic hexapole lens by integer multiples of 1.9 cm corresponding to the length of a single magnet. We then image the beam on the detector with a charge-coupled device camera, the results of which are shown in figure 3 .
Without any magnets in the mount, the atomic beam passes unfocused through the magnetic lens and has a full width half maximum (FWHM) diameter of 6.4 mm. As magnets are added so as to increase the length of the magnetic lens to 7.6 cm, the beam diameter decreases to a minimum FWHM of 1.5 mm. The detected peak flux increases by a factor of 12 from roughly 10 12 to 10 cm s 13 2 1
--as shown in figure 4 . This dense and narrow but divergent beam serves as a starting point for laser cooling.
Beam brightening via laser cooling
Beam brightness is measured in terms of transverse phase space density, the number of atoms, n per unit area, A per unit solid divergence angle, Ω,
While the permanent magnetic lens increases the density of the atomic beam, it does not increase the beam brightness. It converts a reasonably well collimated, but wide beam into a well focused beam with a large divergence angle at its narrowest point. The focusing from the magnetic lens increases the maximum brightness that can be achieved through laser cooling, but the increase in phase space density of the system comes exclusively from laser cooling. Two limits to consider are the capture limit and the Doppler-limited divergence angle. The ratio of the atomic beam divergence to the capture limit sets the proportion of the atomic beam which can be brightened while the Doppler-limited divergence angle is the minimum beam divergence we can achieve through laser cooling. The capture limit is determined by the detuning of the lasers used for transverse cooling. We use a detuning equal to the natural linewidth of the P D , where ρ max is the maximum radial position within the lens defined by the inner diameter of the lens and i is the propagation distance from the magnetic lens to the MCP. This maximum transverse velocity is within the capture region and can thus be collimated by standard methods of transverse cooling.
The Doppler limit is the minimum velocity distribution width that can be achieved through laser cooling, which for metastable neon is 28.5 cm s −1 . This corresponds to a divergence angle of 0.58 mrad. As we use FWHM for our measurements, it is also convenient to consider the Doppler limit and divergence angle in terms of FWHM. They are 67 cm s −1 and 1.37 mrad respectively.
The Doppler limit is defined based on a detuning of half the linewidth, while we are using a detuning equal to a full linewidth so as to increase our capture range. The minimum velocity distribution width we can achieve with this detuning is 34.9 or 82.2 cm s −1 FWHM. This corresponds to a divergence angle of 1.68 mrad FWHM.
Beam brightening results
To estimate the brightness of the atomic beam as it leaves the brightening apparatus, we first need to measure its divergence angle. To do this, we employ a two point measurement, with one point at the laser cooling region and one point 102 cm downstream. The beam expands from a FWHM of 1.5 mm to a FWHM of 3.4 mm over the course of 102 cm corresponding to an angle of 1.86 mrad FWHM. This corresponds to beam with an estimated brightness of 10 s cm sr 19 1 2 1 ---. The measured camera pixel brightness and therefore atomic beam density increases by a factor of 36 higher when the beam is focused and brightened as compared to the baseline case of no focusing and brightening as shown in figure 5 , however this should not be confused with an increase in beam brightness as the brightened and non-brightened beams do not have the same divergence angle as they reach the detector. To more accurately estimate the brightness increase from our scheme, we standardize the width of the beam at the first point of a two point measurement by adding a 100 μm slit 15 cm downstream from the laser cooling region. We compare the peak beam densities of both a focused and brightened beam and a non-brightened beam on a detector 87 cm downstream from the slit. We know through geometric arguments that transverse positions on the detector are nearly perfectly correlated with transverse angle, as all atoms in the beam originate at approximately the same transverse position defined by the slit, therefore the increase in beam brightness will be proportional to the increase in peak beam density, measured to be a factor of 21 as shown in figure 6 and will not depend on the width of the measured beam. 
Conclusion
We have introduced a novel mechanism for brightening a supersonic beam of neutral metastable neon atoms. Our scheme uses a permanent magnetic hexapole as a lens to focus an atomic beam to a spot size as low as 1.5 mm FWHM with an estimated beam density of 10 s cm 13 1 2 --. We then brighten the beam at its narrowest point using standard methods of transverse cooling, achieving an estimated beam brightness of 10 s cm sr 19 1 2 1 ---, an increase in brightness by a factor of 21. In principle, our scheme can be repeated in series with a chain of aberrationcorrected magnetic lenses [21] and transverse cooling beams so as to further focus and brighten an atomic beam to an estimated limit of up to 10 s cm sr 
